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D. ZTRACEL 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 62 
What is the correct syntax for a client connect  from the command line which will initiate 
radskman in machine context and uses the machine name as an identifier while writing a custom 
log to C:\\? 

A.   radskman dname=SOFTWARE,uid=&(ZMASTER.ZUSERID),zcontext=M, 
startdir=SYSTEM, log=C:\\custom.log,cat=y 
B.   radntfyc radskman dname=SOFTWARE,uid=MACHINE,context=MU,startdir=SYSTEM, 
log=C:\\customlog.txt,cat=y 
C. radntfyc localhost radskman 
dname=SOFTWARE,uid=$MACHINE,mcontext=Y,startdir=SYSTEM, log=C:\\custom.log,cat=y 
D. radntfyc localhost radskman 
dname=SOFTWARE,uid=$MACHINE,context=M,startdir=SYSTEM, log=C:\\custom.log,cat=y 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 63 
You need to specify a ZCREATE method that calls a local Operating System executable and you 
want to avoid calling the ZDSPM000.edm object. What is the first command of the method string? 

A.  ASYNC 
B.   NATIVE 
C. NODSPM 
D. OSMETH 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 64 
Your client log identifies 'unable to resolve policy'. Select two reasons for the possible cause of 
this message. Select TWO. 

A.   The Radia Policy Server is not defined in the edmprof.dat [MGR_POLICY] section 
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B. The machine instance also exists in the Radia database and is therefore not resolved via the 
ldap method (_NULL_INSTANCE_ is not executed) 
C. The LDAP_RESOLVE method is set up but not connected to the _NULL_INSTANCE_ of 
the USER class 
D. The assigned applications are mandatory and the Radia Software Manager is therefore 'unable 
to resolve policy' 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 65 
OpenView Configuration Management Suite using Radia provides automated desired state 
capabilities. Automated desired state is a technology that is best described as _______. 

A. A system that monitors system accounts and passwords and detects when security has been 
breached 
B.   A system that details the desired state of program components, configuration files and registry 
settings as defined by a centralized model and then ensures that these components have the proper 
security controls to prevent modification from the desired state 
C.   A system that details the desired state of program components, configuration files and registry 
settings in a centralized model and then ensures that these components and settings are always in 
the desired state via an automated process that can be run as frequently as the administrator 
chooses 
D. A system that monitors a device on the network and automatically replicates that state to 
other similar devices 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 66
 
OpenView Configuration Management Suite using Radia provides a real-time, policy-driven,
 
configuration management capability to a managed software environment. Where does the system
 
derive its assignment of software configurations?
 

A. A previous inventory collection that can then be dynamically queried to produce a target list 
for job execution 
B.   A policy store which can be queried in real-time for each managed device from an existing 
LDAP directory, SQL database, or the Radia internal database 
C. A system that allows for jobs to be assigned based upon a periodic export of directory 
information from the enterprise Active Directory or other LDAP source into the configuration 
management system 
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D. A manually created Comma Separated Value listing of devices and their associated software 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 67
 
Which folder of the Radia Client corresponds to the default IDMSYS on Windows?
 

A.   C:\\Novadigm 
B.   C:\\Program Files\\Novadigm\\Sys 
C. C:\\Program Files\\Novadigm 
D. C:\\Windows\\System32 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 68
 
What must be modified to update your Radia license?
 

A.   The LICENSE file within the Radia Database 
B. The LICENSE.NVD file of the Radia Configuration Server 
C. The [MGR_LICENSE] section within the EDMPROF.DAT file 
D. Nothing, each Radia Client is installed with its own license 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 69
 
What are three primary functions performed during a Radia Client connect?  Select THREE.
 

A.   Data download 
B.   Resource compression 
C. Desired State resolution 
D. Policy resolution 
E. Actual State resolution 

Answer: A, C, D 
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QUESTION: 70 
OpenView Configuration Management using Radia can integrate into customer environments 
using what open standards?  Select FOUR. 

A.  LDAP 
B.  ODBC 
C. HTTP/HTTPS 
D. WBEM 
E. SECAM 
F.  TAPI 

Answer: A, B, C, D 
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